Solar System
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Stars and our sun

STAR: IS ANY OF THE OBJECTS IN SPACE THAT ARE MADE OF BURNING GAS AND THAT LOOKS LIKE
POINTS OF LIGHT IN THE NIGHT SKY. STARS ARE CLASSIFIED BY THERE SPECTRA AND THEIR
TEMPERATURE AND THE ELEMENTS THAT THEY ABSORB. THEY ARE ALSO CLASSIFIED BY THERE SIZE
BRIGHTNESS AND TEMPERATURE.

Inner planet
MARS
Mars is the 4th planet from the sun. It is red and there is lots of windstorms of dust. Also, some
of Mars is VERY cold and some of it is VERY hot. Mars is known as the red planet the temp on
mars is 80’F for our winter and for our summer it is -225’f for our summer. Mars is a rocky
planet . Mars is 141,600,000 miles away from the sun. The main gas on mars is carbon
dioxide.

Outer planet
Saturn
Saturn is the 6th planet from the sun it is VERY cold and has LOTS of rings and moons. The temp of
Saturn is – 270’F. Saturn is a gas planet. Saturn is 890,700,000 miles away from the sun. the main
gases on Saturn are hydrogen and helium.

Meteor and Comets
A comet is known as a “dirty snowball” that orbits the sun. A meteor is the light
that goes into the atmosphere and goes into a shooting star. What is the
difference from a meteor a meteorite and a meteoroid? A meteorite is a
asteroid orbiting the sun. A meteorite survives the atmosphere and lands upon
the Earth surface. They are different because a meteorite is something that hits
the Earth a meteor almost hits the Earth but it burns in the atmosphere and is
then a shooting star.

Gravity
Gravity is a force pulling together all matter which is anything you can physically touch. It impacts
humans by keeping us alive. If gravity was not here than all the planets or humans would not be here.
Our gravity on earth keeps us down but if we were to go to the Moon we would float away it would
not be like that we would be flying all over the place and lose control and float away. Well gravity
Impacts the sun and planets by staying in the same place. For example, if like mars starts floating
away then that means there was not much gravity. This will never happen. And if the sun was not
even here then we would not be alive and the earth would just be REALLY COLD!

Technology
Technology is the stuff that is around us. Examples would be like computers, cars, phones, and
smartphones etc. How technology benefits humans by playing games and doing work on
computers and homework on computers. Two technologies that we use every day is phones
and computers.
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